
21-STEPS
INFOGRAPHICS

SMALL BUSINESS
ACCOUNTING CHECKLIST

5) KEEP TRACK OF YOUR
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Keeping track of your accounts payable and
setting aside money to pay them on time helps
you maintain positive relationships with your
vendors and avoid any late fees. 

4) REVIEW UNPAID BILLS 

Keep a detailed record of each vendor,
including billing dates, amounts due, and
the deadline for payments.

3) KEEP TRACK OF
DOCUMENTS AND RECEIPTS
A simple habit is to have separate files for
various receipts to keep them organized for tax
time. 

2) RECORD TRANSACTIONS

This step includes recording each transaction
(billing clients, receiving payments from
customers, paying suppliers, etc.) on a timely
basis, which depends on volume.

1) REVIEW CASH STATUS 
Cash is the fuel to keep your business
running, so it's important to know how
much you have on hand.

6) PREPARE AND SEND INVOICES
When sending invoices to your clients, be sure to
include payment due date terms and conditions.
Invoices without due dates will make it difficult for
you to forecast your monthly revenue. 

7) REVIEW PROJECTED
CASH FLOW
Understanding your cash flow situation helps
you cover all expenses, pay your suppliers and
staffs and make accurate business decisions. 

8) RECONCILE ALL
TRANSACTIONS
The main purpose of reconciliation is to know
that your cash business transaction entries are
accurate and match your current cash position.
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13) REVIEW MONTH-END
BALANCE SHEET VS. PRIOR
PERIOD
The key is identifying what is going up or down
and determining why. 

12) REVIEW ACTUAL PROFIT
AND LOSS
This step helps you evaluate how much
your business has earned and your
additional expenses over the years and
identify the variables. 

11) PROCESS AND REVIEW
PAYROLL AND DEPOSIT TAX
PAYMENTS
Reviewing the payroll summary properly before
payments are sent saves you from having to
make corrections during the next payroll period.

10) ANALYZE INVENTORY STATUS

If you have inventory, schedule some time to reorder
best-seller items and identify items that need to be
discounted or even written off. 

9) REVIEW PAST DUE INVOICES
What if your customers aren't able to pay their
invoices off all at once? In this case, negotiating
a payment plan can help you get paid faster.

14) REVIEW ESTIMATE ANNUAL P&L
Evaluating how much money you are making, assets,
liabilities, cash influx, and the difference between the
revenue and expenses helps you pinpoint problems,
make necessary adjustments and increase sales
margins.

15) REVIEW QUARTERLY
PAYROLL REPORTS AND MAKE
PAYMENTS
Though you have reviewed your semi-monthly
payroll reports, the IRS and most states require
quarterly payroll reports and any remaining
quarterly payments. 

16) REVIEW SALES TAX AND
QUARTERLY ESTIMATED INCOME
TAXES
The IRS and state regulations require businesses to
make payments for estimated income taxes. It's
important to comply with these rules to avoid serious
tax penalties. 
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21)  REVIEW AND APPROVE
FULL-YEAR FINANCIAL
REPORTS AND TAX RETURNS
Before making the final submission, quickly
review the annual reports to ensure their
accuracy, ensure all the required papers have
been filed, and fix any last-minute mistakes. 

20) FILL OUT FORM W-2 AND
1099-MISC

After reviewing your inventory and past-due
receivables, you must report the annual income
of your full-time employees (Form W-2) and
other independent contractors associated with
the business. 

19) REVIEW YOUR INVENTORY
Reviewing your current inventory helps you
determine the value of unsellable items. 

18) REVIEW PAST DUE RECEIVABLES

Now, it's time to go over significant past due invoices
and clarify if your customers will eventually pay off or
not, whether to send past-due invoices to a collection
agency or write them off for a deduction. 

17) COMPUTE ESTIMATED INCOME
TAX AND MAKE PAYMENT

After reviewing your estimated income tax, it's
time to make a quarterly payment. 
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